New On Video & DVD
The Magnificent Seven Complete Series Seven men… one destiny. MGM Home Entertainment hits
the trail with the thrilling adventures of seven courageous cowboys as they battle for justice and fight
for the underdog when “The Magnificent Seven” Complete Series Giftset rides onto DVD May 13.
John Sturges's hugely influential western The Magnificent Seven inspired a CBS TV spin-off in 1998.
An impressive cast, which includes turns from Michael Biehn (Aliens), Ron Perlman (Hellboy), and
Eric Close (Without A Trace), helps to bring the Old West to life as seven men join forces in an
attempt to save an Indian village from Confederate troops. After saving the village the Seven face further problems as they settle in a small town and attempt to work together to protect its residents. This
collection includes every episode from the, “The Magnificent Seven” series ran from 1998 to 2000
and introduced a new generation to the time-honored Western genre, earning an Emmy® for Best
Costume Design. Relive the Old West with this five-disc set, including four never-before-seen
episodes from the final season. MGM
The Rat Patrol - The Complete Series Rumbling back into action, “The Rat Patrol” Complete Series
Giftset deploys onto DVD May 13, 2008 from MGM Home Entertainment. This seven-disc set
includes all 58 adventure filled episodes of the action-packed dramatic series chronicling the adventures of four commandos fighting in the African Desert. Lead by bold Sergeant Sam Troy
(Christopher George, Chisum, The Immortal), The Rat Patrol was comprised of a misfit team of men
including Sergeant Jack Moffitt (Gary Raymond, Moonraker, The Greatest Story Ever Told), the intellectual British archeologist expert, Private Mark “Hitch” Hitchcock (Lawrence Casey, “Knots
Landing”) a demolition specialist and Private Tully Pettigrew (Justin Tarr, Massacare Harbor), the
group’s mechanical wizard. The four maneuvered tanks across the barren badlands of Africa during
World War II to battle the German Army’s Africa Corps, led by Hauptmann Hans Dietrich (Eric
Braeden, “The Young and The Restless”). Inspired by and loosely modeled on the Long Range Desert
Group, a British Army unit during World War II and The Rat Patrol was first war program to be
broadcast in color. Filmed on location in the deserts of Spain, the series featured props and vehicles
utilized in big budget World War II films, which gave the show a visual authenticity. MGM
Barney: Hi I'm Riff The preschool crowd will love this charming and educational video that teaches
kids important life lessons through entertaining song-and-dance routines as purple dinosaur Barney
makes a new friend named Riff, who's just moved into the neighborhood. Your youngsters will enjoy
tagging along with the two lovable lizards as they get to know each other and start a club where the
members are best pals. Hit Entertainment/Fox
Bob the Builder: The Three Musketrucks Packer the pickup, Scrambler the ATV and Dodger the
milk truck get into all kinds of adventures in this collection of five "Bob the Builder" episodes, which
includes a story in which the three hardworking vehicles band together to get the job done. In other
exploits, Dodger helps dairy queen Meg make cheese, Scrambler comes to the aid of Packer when the
pickup gets in a jam, and Scrambler heads up to Snowcap Mountain to retrieve a wayward goat. Hit
Entertainment/Fox
Garfield and Friends A Cat And His Nerd Nerdy cat owner Jon gets himself into some pickles in this
collection of fifteen mini-episodes. Never fear, though -- friend Garfield is always there to make sure
Jon survives so he can keep supplying the feisty feline with large trays of lasagna. In these adventures, Garfield makes sure Jon stays grounded when he becomes a DJ, helps him break a bad habit,
joins him in a hairball-raising skydive, takes on a conniving convict and much more. Episodes:
"Wedding Bell Blues", "Jukebox Jon", "The Great Inventor", "Jumping Jon", "Supersonic Seymour",
"Jon The Barbarian", "Jailbird Jon", "Rolling Romance", "Sit On It", "Model Behavior", "Garfield
Goes Hawaiian", "The Black Book", "Twice Told Tale", "D.J. Jon", & "Dream Date". Fox
Care Bears Sharing in the Sunshine Those cuddly, colorful Care Bears come to the rescue when kids
need their help in this four-episode collection. From stopping Professor Coldheart's latest scheme to
helping two youngsters trapped in a cave, the Care Bears are there! And when a dad might miss his
daughter's dance recital and a treasure hunt goes awry, the bears are happy to help. Episodes include
"The Show Must Go On," "Concrete Rain," "The Girl Who Cried Wolf," and "Dry Spell." Episodes:
"The Show Must Go On", "Concrete Rain", "The Girl Who Cried, Wolf" & "Dry Spell". Fox
Madeline Next Stop America French schoolgirl Madeline heads to America for a pair of exciting
adventures that take her to Tinseltown and to New York City. In "Madeline in Hollywood," she's chosen to appear in a new film, but star Sugar Dimples doesn't like her. "Madeline in New York" finds
the spunky redhead traveling to the Big Apple with her class to take in Gotham's world-famous sights
and to watch the Bronx Bombers play ball. Fox
Care Bears Ups and Downs It's all about parties and making new friends in the two Care Bear
episodes in this sunny set, which also includes a bonus game. In "Cheer Up," Cheer Bear throws a
party for Surprise Bear, and in "Down to Earth," Funshine helps a lonely youngster. Funshine makes a
special trip to Earth to give the boy some guidance, but it looks like he might not make it back to
Care-a-Lot City when Wingnut's transporter goes on the fritz. Fox
Caring For Your Parents Following the experiences of five Rhode Island families, this affecting PBS
documentary explores the changing nature of caring for aging parents, which includes the challenges
of taking care of them at home and grappling with discord among siblings. Emphasizing the central
importance of love and compassion, the program also features a helpful panel-discussion segment
with Dr. Art Ulene as the moderator. WGBH Boston
Walk All Over Me A trouble-prone teen navigates a treacherous world of witless gangsters and latex
fetish wear in director/screenwriter Robert Cuffley's quirky comic noir. When Alberta (Leelee
Sobieski)'s boyfriend is assaulted by thugs, the frightened teen flees to Vancouver in hopes of hiding
out at the house of her good friend Celine (Tricia Helfer) - an aspiring dominatrix and wannabe
actress currently planning her big move to Los Angeles. While Celine knows that helping out her old
friend Alberta can only mean trouble, her kind heart eventually overpowers her better judgment.
Celine soon remembers just why she was so hesitant to help her old friend, however, when Alberta
ruins her best SS uniform. Later, Alberta tries to procure Celine a new SS outfit by posing as Celine
and meeting her new client Paul (Jacob Tierney), only to find their kinky session rudely interrupted by
the gangsters that were pursuing Paul in search of the $500,000 he was accused of stealing. If bickering henchmen siblings Aaron (Michael Eklund and Isaac (Michael Adamthwaite) could just stop arguing long enough to focus on the task at hand, perhaps they could finally track down the missing cash
and avoid facing the wrath of their foreboding boss Rene (Lothaire Bluteau). Weinsten
Three Sheets: Season 2 Adventurous comedian Zane Lamprey returns for a second season of this
popular travel series that has him sampling some of the planet's most potent local potables, including
absinthe, moonshine and -- yes, it's true -- fermented duck eggs. In this installment of episodes,
Lamprey sips sake with stressed-out Japanese businessmen, celebrates Oktoberfest in Munich and
slings back snake blood in Taipei. Infinity
David Beckham: Life of an Icon Long before David Beckham came to Los Angeles to play for the
Galaxy, he was an international sports superstar who had achieved a stardom rarely experienced by
even the most skilled athletes in the world. Here is the story of his professional career in the game
that made him a legend. Life Of An Icon includes highlights from some of Beckham's most celebrated
achievements on the field as well as interviews with those who both love and hate him. It's a complete
portrait of a man who is a genuine pop-culture icon, whether it was for his triumph over the competition or for having his image splashed over the covers of magazines. Liberation
The Truth About Cancer Using her husband's struggle with cancer as a case in point, filmmaker
Linda Garmon explores the status of the fight against the devastating disease and looks at the lives of
the medical professionals dedicated curing it. Interweaving personal testimony with science, this compelling documentary also includes a panel discussion with cancer experts led by broadcast journalist
and cancer survivor Linda Ellerbee. WGBH Boston
123 Sesame Street Love the Earth Bear Scouts Elmo, Zoe and Baby Bear venture in to Bear National
Park with Scout Leader Papa Bear in search of the Blue-Feathered Swallowing Swallow so they can
earn their Bird-Watching Badges. They don't have much luck finding the swallow, but they do learn
some important lessons about littering, recycling, re-use and water conservation. Most importantly,
they learn that we need to "Love The Earth". Genius

New On Video & DVD
24 - Season One Relive the entire first nail-biting season of one of the most electrifying and innovative television programs in recent history when “24” Season One returns with an all-new Special
Edition DVD May 20th from Fox Home Entertainment. Winner of 17 Emmy Awards and two Golden
Globes during the show’s six season run to date, the brand-new seven-disc “24” Season One Special
Edition DVD set includes all 24 one-hour episodes and is packed with over three hours of neverbefore-seen special features including a Season Seven trailer, over 25 deleted and extended scenes,
two all-new behind-the-scenes featurettes and more. Additionally the set will be available in collectible metal tin packaging that features special introductory letters from both series co-creators on
their inspiration and challenges working on this groundbreaking show. Premiering on television in
November 2001, “24” set a new standard for prime time intensity, making use of its unique real-time
element following characters throughout an entire day, and introduced audiences to Counter Terrorism
Unit agent Jack Bauer (Kiefer Sutherland), a man who will stop at nothing protect his colleagues, his
family and his country. Season One of this precedent-setting television series began as Agent Bauer is
informed of a threat against U.S. Senator and Presidential candidate David Palmer (Dennis Haysbert;
“The Unit”) on the day of the California Primary. As Bauer attempts to unravel the mystery and
ensure the safety of Senator Palmer, new conspiracies begin to emerge that threaten CTU, the country
and his family. With incredible supporting performances from Elisha Cuthbert (The Girl Next Door,
Captivity), Carlos Bernard (“10.5: Apocalypse”), Leslie Hope (Dragonfly), Sarah Clarke (Happy
Endings), Eric Balfour (The Texas Chainsaw Massacre), and Mia Kirshner (“The L Word”) as well as
cameos from Lou Diamond Phillips (“Numb3rs,” Young Guns) and Dennis Hopper (Speed, Hoosiers),
this will truly be a day that none of them will ever forget! The clock is ticking…Midnight. Jack
Bauer, head of the CIA’s Los Angeles Counter Terrorist Unit, is suddenly thrust into a chaotic and
exhausting 24-hour marathon of death, deception and terror as he struggles to prevent the assassination of a presidential candidate, find the traitor within his own organization, and save his kidnapped
wife and daughter. DVD Special Features: The “24” Season One Special Edition DVD will feature all
24 episodes presented in widescreen format with English and French Dolby Surround plus English
and Spanish subtitles. DVD special features include the following content: Season One Introduction
by Kiefer Sutherland, • All-new documentary The Genesis of 24** • Five extended episodes** •
7:00pm – 8:00pm, 8:00pm – 9:00pm, 9:00pm – 10:00pm, 10:00pm – 11:00pm, 11:00pm – 12:00am,
25 extended / deleted scenes** Never-before-seen alternate season finale ending #2** Commentary
on the series premiere episode (12:00AM-1:00AM) by director Stephen Hopkins and Director of
Photography Peter Levy** Commentary on the series finale episode (11:00PM-12:00AM) by director
Stephen Hopkins and actress Leslie Hope**• The Rookie online short films (sponsored by Degree)**
• “Coffee Run”, “Get This To…”• Alternate season finale ending (with optional commentary by executive producer Joel Surnow) Seven-Disc DVD Set Featuring Special Collectible Packaging Clocks In
May 20th With Over Three Hours Of Never-Before-Seen Bonus Features Including All-New Making
Of Documentary, Extended Episodes, Deleted Scenes, Alternate Season Finale Ending, Commentaries
& More. Fox
Park During one fateful lunch hour, the lives of a dozen Los Angelenos overlap in this funny first feature by writer-director Kurt Voelker. Trysts, nudity, dog grooming and poorly planned suicide attempts
are only part of the fun. Featuring a juicy ensemble cast including William Baldwin and Ricki Lake,
this indie won audience awards at the CineVegas International Film Festival and the Sonoma Valley
Film Festival. Monarch
Nova Ape Genius What separates the human intellect from that of the ape? After you've written your
own punch line to that provocative question, have a look at this incredible program from "Nova" and
National Geographic. Offering a serious study of animal intelligence, this program reveals that
chimps, bonobos, orangutans, and gorillas continue to surprise researchers with mental capabilities
that blur the dividing line between man and his closest ancestors. WGBH Boston
Operation Homecoming Stories from the Heart Originally airing on the Learning Channel, this powerfully moving and heartfelt miniseries relays the emotional true stories of several men and women
who have bravely served their country in Iraq and are about to return home to be reunited with friends
and family. TLC/Genius
The Take Criminals learn that they may have messed with the wrong man in this thriller starring John
Leguizamo, Tyrese Gibson, and Bobby Cannavale. Leguizamo (Empire) plays Felix De La Pena, a
man just trying to survive in East L.A. when he is carjacked by a violent criminal (Gibson, Four
Brothers). Soon Felix learns that his experience wasn't an isolated incident, and he begins to search
for the men behind the scheme before he becomes a suspect for their crimes. Rosie Perez (Do The
Right Thing) costars as Felix's wife. Sony
Grace Is Gone Though 2007 saw a flood of Iraq-related films, Grace Is Gone takes a different
approach from many of the others. Unlike Redacted and Lions For Lambs, this directorial debut from
screenwriter James C. Strouse (Loneome Jim) doesn't focus on the conflict itself. Instead, the drama
looks at how the death of a female soldier affects her family at home. John Cusack (1408) is Stanley
Phillips, a husband and father who waits while his wife Grace is off serving in Iraq. When he learns
of her death, he can't bear to tell his two daughters the news. To postpone the inevitable, the normally
staid father proposes a spontaneous road trip to his girls, and the three set off for the fun of an amusement park called Enchanted Gardens. Genius
The Four-Winged Dinosaur Sporting wings on its legs as well as its arms, the prehistoric creature
known as the Microraptor is the focus of this fascinating documentary from the "Nova" series. With
fossilized skeletons first discovered in China, the world's smallest adult dinosaur discovered to date is
an object of curiosity and speculation amongst scientists eager to conduct experiments probing the
origins of winged flight. Nova/WGBH Boston
Valentina's Tango Valentina's (Guillermina Quiriga) precarious mental state hangs in the balance as
this film about love and obsession unfolds. The unfortunate Valentina finds some relief by dancing the
tango, but her delusional mindset threatens to engulf her as she becomes dangerously fixated on her
husband. MTI
Cassandra's Dream When two brothers turn to crime to solve their money troubles, they soon find
themselves over their heads and pitted against each other in this thriller from Oscar-winning writerdirector Woody Allen. Meanwhile, one brother (Ewan McGregor) becomes smitten with a beautiful
young actress (Hayley Atwell), while his sibling (Colin Farrell) struggles with mounting gambling
debts. Tom Wilkinson and Sally Hawkins co-star. Genius
Dark Heart An Iraq War vet (Greg Joelson) returns home from a traumatic tour of duty only to discover he has an even more dangerous battle awaiting him. This time, the battlefield presents not only
threats to his body but also to his soul, which reawakens in torment over the course of one terrifying
night. R.D. Call, Alicia Fusting co-star in this stark independent drama. MTI
The Planet After their ship is critically damaged in a surprise attack, a band of mercenaries crashlands on an inhospitable planet. As they try to regroup, they come under attack from an unknown
force that grows stronger with each victim it takes. Now, if the group can't find a way to defeat this
powerful foe, the very universe may be doomed. Mike Mitchell, Patrick Wight and Scott Ironside star
in this sci-fi offering from Scotland. MTI
The Dukes of Hazzard: TV Double Feature What's more fun than 10 in the tank and four on the
floor? Tom Wopat, John Schneider, Catherine Bach and more of your Dukes of Hazzard favorites
together again! In Reunion!, folks come home to Hazzard and discover a plot to turn Hazzard Swamp
into a theme park...leaving the swamp critters high and dry. Before you can say wait a durn minute,
the cousins are back in the General Lee, tearing up the roads to stop the nefarious scheme. Then they
head west for Hazzard in Hollywood and a big-time recording deal. It turns out the deal includes a
Russian mobster, a sultry songstress from the 'hood, and a beautiful blonde vice'mayor with the hots
for Enos. Double the Dukes - double the down home fun! Warner
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Meet The Spartans Writers/producers/directors Jason Friedberg and Aaron Seltzer (Date Movie, Epic
Movie) use the film 300 as the basis for their latest spoof. Born to be the perfect Spartan, Leonidas
(Sean Magiure) faces numerous trials en route to becoming a man, including a face-off with the penguin from Happy Feet. Once he has proven himself, Leonidas not only becomes king, but also marries
superhot Margot (Carmen Electra). When Leonidas learns that Persia's King Xerxes (Ken Davitian,
Borat) plans to make Sparta his own, he has his captain (Kevin Sorbo, Hercules) recruit Sparta's finest
and prepare them for battle against invading Persian forces. Unfortunately, that amounts to only 13
half-naked men with painted-on abs who literally prance to their destination. To make matters worse,
Spartan councilman Traitoro (Diedrich Bader) is, well, a traitor. Still, Leonidas and his men face their
enemy in battle, riffing on Stomp The Yard, Ghost Rider, Transformers, and numerous other films
along the way, as well as the video game Grand Theft Auto. Freidberg and Seltzer poke fun at virtually every recent cultural phenomenon and pop culture personality, including Britney Spears, Kevin
Federline, Paris Hilton, Dancing With The Stars, American Idol, and Deal Or No Deal. Even Ugly
Betty makes an appearance. Be prepared for an abundance of gross-out humor, spurts of bodily fluids,
some sexual innuendo, and multiple jokes about homosexuality. Stick around after the musical finale
as the credits start to roll: the deleted scenes prove to be some of the most amusing in the film. Fox
The Onion Movie The Onion--that gold standard of pitch-perfect news parody publications--brings its
distinctly absurd-yet-relevant brand of satire to a hitherto untapped medium: the feature film! When
the Onion News Network asks lead anchorman Norm Archer (Lou Cariou) to compromise his journalistic integrity in the name of pleasing a new corporate sponsor, Archer doesn't respond too kindly.
Armed with an irreverent sketch comedy-style approach to a loose narrative, The Onion Movie takes
aim at everything politics and society have to offer. Watch Steven Seagal (as himself) punch people
where the sun doesn't shine; see an armed man apply for a job at a bank; play "Who Is the Rapist?";
and more. Daniel Dae Kim, Bo Barrett, Nick Chinlund, Joel McHale star. Fox
Chips 2nd Season Jon Baker (Larry Wilcox) and Frank "Ponch" Poncherello (Erik Estrada) were two
Los Angeles-based Highway Patrol officers who rode into the imaginations of millions of TV viewers
in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Each episode saw the boys straddling their magnificent machines
and riding off to solve some crimes--and the sight of Ponch and Baker riding through California on
their bikes has become an iconic image in television history. Equal parts comedy and crime drama,
the series offered plenty of outrageous moments and spectacular freeway stunts. This collection presents the complete second season. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Peaks and Valleys," "The
Volunteers," "Family Crisis," "Disaster Squad," "Neighborhood Watch," "Trick or Trick," "High
Flyer" and "The Grudge." Additional Actors: Pamela Norman, Paul Mace, Melody Queen-Engle,
Peter Looney, Todd Everett, James Crittenden, Lee Paul, Steve Brodie, Danny Bonaduce, Shell
Kepler, Gene Dynarski, Cliff Osmond, Marvin Kaplan, Harvey Jason, Gabriel Melgar, Charlie Brill,
Samantha Caulfield, John Dennis, Justin Dana, Bobby Van, Jenny Sherman, Ty Henderson, Jenilee
Harrison, David Roya, Dennis Kort, Damon Douglas. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "The
Sheik," "Return of the Turks," "Supercycle," "High Explosive," "Down Time," "Repo Man" and
"MAIT Team." Additional Actors: Anita Jodelsohn, Dick Valentine, Colette Bertrand, Tara Talboy,
Dee Wallace, John Wheeler, Jason Evers, Karen Carlson, George O'Hanlon Jr., Jonathan Goldsmith,
Robert Yuro, Ken Kercheval, Cynthia Brian, Burr DeBenning, Susan Kiger, Mills Watson, Anna
Berger, Wonderful Smith, Ingrid Wang, Eric Braeden. Disc 3 includes the following episodes:
"Pressure Point," "The Matchmakers," "Rally 'Round the Bank," "Bio-Rhythms," "Quarantine," "CHP
BMX" and "Ride the Whirlwind." Additional Actors: David Wiley, Rudy Vallee, Guy Stockwell, Mary
Crosby, Danny Wells, Jenny O'Hara, Tiger Joe Marsh, Gloria Delaney, Michael Baseleon, Georgia
Schmidt, Bruce Kimball, Carey Wong, Taaffe O'Connell, Jody St. Michael, Henry Olek, Kirk
Calloway, Marc Gilpin, Maray Ayres, Eric Lawson, Kitty Hilton. Disc 4 includes the following
episodes: "The Greatest Adventures of CHiPs" and all other enhanced content. Additional Actors:
Robbie Rist. Warner
Mannix Season One Intertect is one of the most high-tech detective agencies in the business, specializing in using computers to solve its clients' most baffling mysteries. But one of the company's detectives, Joe Mannix (Mike Connors), likes to do things the old fashioned way: with a little boot leather
and a punch to the gut. He may butt heads with his straightlaced supervisor, Lew Wickersham (Joseph
Campanella), and scoff at the precious computer's results, but Mannix's unorthodox methods pay dividends--he always gets his man. Developed by Bruce Geller, creator of Mission: Impossible, the longrunning show was known for its over-the-top fistfights, inventive title sequence, and swinging theme
song. This collection presents all 24 episodes of the series' debut season. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "The Name is Mannix (Pilot)," "Skid Marks on a Dry Run," "Nothing Ever Works
Twice," "The Many Deaths of Saint Christopher" and "Mike Connors & Joseph Campanella
Interview: Part 1." Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Make It Like it Never Happened," "The
Cost of a Vacation," "Warning: Live Blueberries," "Beyond the Shadow of a Dream" and "Mike
Connors & Joseph Campanella Interview: Part 2." Disc 3 includes the following episodes:
"Huntdown," "Coffin for a Clown," "A Catalogue of Sins," "Turn Every Stone" and "CBS Fall Promo:
1967." Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "Run, Sheep, Run," "Then the Drink Takes the Man,"
"Falling Star," "License to Kill: Limit Three People" and "Mike Connors on The Mike Douglas
Show." Disc 5 includes the following episodes: "Deadfall: Part 1," "Deadfall: Part 2," "You Can Get
Killed Out There," "Another Final Exit," "TV Land Promo" and "Sales Promotion." Disc 6 includes
the following episodes: "Eight to Five, It's a Miracle," "Delayed Action," "To Kill A Writer," "The
Girl in the Frame" and "Diagnosis Murder Clip." CBS/Paramount
Semi-Pro Will Ferrel has perfected a type of swaggering, machismo-fueled character, heavy on ego
and severely lacking in intellect of any kind. Typically set in the world of sports, these movies have
allowed Ferrel free range to both mock and celebrate idiot masculinity. Semi-Pro, Ferrell's homage to
the wild, afro-picked splendor of the short-lived American Basketball Association, continues this
trend, and finds him embodying yet another larger-than-life hunk a burnin' love in the form of Jackie
Moon, R&B singer-turned-owner/player/coach of the hapless Flint, Michigan Tropics. As sports
movies go, Semi-Pro's story should be more than familiar to even the most casual fan. The Tropics are
a lackluster franchise that place good times and flash over winning. However, when the league
announces that they will be merging with the NBA and only taking the top four teams along, the
Tropics buckle down and give true ballin' a shot. Semi-Pro follows the comedic formula of other
Ferrell movies and contains an equal amount of satire (tame-but-effective ‘70s goofs), slapstick (oncourt brawls, zany stunts), and surreal non-sequiturs (an improvised poker game provides one of the
film's most deliciously bizarre scenes), but it's not exactly interchangeable with Ferrell's other movies.
Though the actor cuts loose as Jackie Moon, the film is decidedly an ensemble picture, with Woody
Harrelson providing the movie's true protagonist, in washed up former NBA player Monix, and Andre
Benjamin offering a charming turn as flashy NBA wannabe Clarence "Coffee" Black. Perhaps most
interestingly, however, is Semi-Pro's surprising attention to detail, though the Flint Tropics are a fictional team, the real ABA was every bit as wacky, unhinged, and, yes, entertaining as Semi-Pro itself.
Warner
Kenny the Shark Catch A Wave In this volume of the Discovery Kids 'toon series, suburban shark
Kenny teaches Kat how to hang 10 and accompanies the family on a wacky vacation. Later, Kenny
and Kat are ready for their close-ups as they film their first home movie, Kat helps Kenny discover
his unique talent, and Kenny decides to join the carnival. Also included is the bonus episode
"Growing Up Creepie, Creep of the Deep." Genius
The List In the aftermath of his father's death, a recent law school grad learns that his dad left the
bulk of his estate to a mysterious organization known as the Covenant List of South Carolina, Ltd.
Determined to get some answers, he begins investigating the outfit--discovering a beautiful stranger
and supernatural activity there. Malcolm McDowell, Chuck Carrington and Hilarie Burton star in this
religious-themed thriller. Fox

New On Video & DVD
Marvel Heroes Collection: For fans who fall on Marvel's side of the great DC/Marvel debate--or even
those who just enjoy a solid action flick--this set features the biggest and best in superhero movies and
TV. Marvel Superheroes Collection includes X-MEN, X-MEN 2, X-MEN 3: THE LAST STAND (Stan
Lee Collector's Edition), Fantastic Four, Fantastic Four 2: Rise Of The Silver Surfer, Fantastic Four:
World's Greatest Heroes Volume 1, Daredevil, and Elektra. Daredevil Ben Affleck is Matt Murdock, a
Marvel Comics hero who's a lawyer by day but fights the bad guys at night to avenge the murder of his
father, a boxer. But what sets Matt apart from most superheroes isn't his back story; it's his handicap. Matt
is blind, the result of a childhood accident that may have removed his ability to see but gifted him with
heightened senses of touch, taste, hearing and smell. Michael Clarke Duncan plays Kingpin., Fantastic
Four During a space voyage, four scientists are altered by cosmic rays: Reed Richards (Ioan Gruffudd)
gains the ability to stretch his body; Sue Storm (Jessica Alba) can become invisible and create force
fields; Johnny Storm (Chris Evans) controls fire; and Ben Grimm (Michael Chiklis) is turned into a superstrong … thing! Together, these "Fantastic Four" must thwart the evil plans of Dr. Doom (Julian
MacMahon)., Fantastic 4 Silver Surfer This sequel to the 2005 blockbuster follows Fantastic Four superheroes Reed (Ioan Gruffudd), Sue (Jessica Alba), Johnny (Chris Evans) and Ben (Michael Chiklis) as they
battle the enigmatic Silver Surfer (Doug Jones), who travels the earth preparing it for total destruction.
Director Tim Story's comic book adventure introduces viewers to the space-faring explorer Silver Surfer,
created in 1966 by legendary Marvel writers Stan Lee and Jack Kirby., Elektra In this spellbinding thriller,
Jennifer Garner reprises the role of fearless warrior Elektra -- a character she originated in Daredevil.
Now that she's back in the fold of the mysterious Order of the Hand, the group's leader, Kirigi (Will Yun
Lee), tasks her with liquidating seemingly harmless widower Mark Miller (Goran Visnjic) and his teenage
daughter. But all bets are off when Elektra falls for Miller and must battle her former allies., X-Men They
are genetically gifted mutants -- the world's newest, most persecuted minority group. Amidst increasing
fear and bigotry, Professor Charles Xavier (Patrick Stewart) provides a safe haven for powerful outcasts
like Wolverine (Hugh Jackman), Rogue (Anna Paquin) and Storm (Halle Berry). But can the X-Men triumph over Magneto (Ian McKellen) and his band of evil mutants? Catch this explosive battle for freedom
and honor!, X2 X-Men 2 United In X2, the sequel to the Marvel Comics-based hit X-Men, the group of
humans who have mutated into superheroes band together to find out who's behind the rising tide of antimutant sentiment. Storm (Halle Berry), Wolverine (Hugh Jackman), Professor Xavier (Patrick Stewart),
Magneto (Ian McKellen), Cyclops (James Marsden), Mystique (Rebecca Romijn-Stamos) and Jean Grey
(Famke Janssen) are back to battle the bad guys -- hopefully for the last time.,X-Men 3 The Last Stand
When scientists develop a miracle drug to treat unwanted mutations, Professor Charles Xavier (Patrick
Stewart) and his heroic band of X-Men must battle a group of mutants known as the Brotherhood, led by
Xavier's former ally (Ian McKellen). Hugh Jackman, Halle Berry, Famke Janssen, Anna Paquin, Rebecca
Romijn and James Marsden reprise their roles from the first two films, with the addition of new recruits
Kelsey Grammer and Ben Foster. Fantastic Four: World's Greatest Heroes Volume 1 Marvel Comics'
favorite family, the Fantastic Four, battles Dr. Doom and other baddies in this first volume of episodes
from the Cartoon Network series, which features a cool mix of 2D and 3D animation. Mr. Fantastic leads
the Invisible Woman, the Human Torch and the Thing in four fantastic adventures. The quartet of episodes
consists of "Doomed," "Hard Knocks," "World's Tiniest Heroes" and "De-Mole-Ition."Fox
Mad Money Diane Keaton, Katie Holmes, and Queen Latifah headline director Callie Khouri's second
feature film. Nina (Latifah) and Jackie (Holmes) are two of many employees with mundane jobs at the
high-security Kansas City Federal Reserve Bank. Their lives change forever when career mom Bridget
(Diane Keaton) takes a job there as a cleaning woman after learning that she and her downsized husband,
Don (Ted Danson), are hundreds of thousands of dollars in debt. Being surrounded by stacks and stacks of
money is too much for Bridget to bear, and she corrals Nina and Jackie into taking the biggest risk of their
lives: sneaking out of the bank money that is removed from circulation and about to be shredded.
Amazingly, their scheme works, and soon the three are fast friends and the cash is piling up. But will they
ever have enough "mad money," or will greed be their downfall? The fun here is in how three average
women pull off a remarkably low-tech scam in the midst of super-high security levels, hidden cameras,
and constant monitoring. Keaton, Latifah, and Holmes make a nice team, playing very different women
with very different needs. Keaton's Bridget is trying to maintain her family's comfortable, upper-middleclass lifestyle when her husband no longer can. Meanwhile, the sole concern of Latifah's single mom,
Nina, is keeping her sons out of trouble despite their surroundings. And Holmes's Jackie is a one-of-akind free spirit, dancing to the beat of her own drummer. Danson has some of the film's best lines as he
tries to put his wife's actions into perspective. Anchor Bay
ESPN Ringside Rivalries ESPN revisits boxing's blockbuster bouts in this knockout documentary that
features Muhammad Ali vs. Joe Frazier in the Thrilla in Manila, Sugar Ray Robinson vs. Jake Lamotta in
the St. Valentine's Day Massacre and more full-length matches. Other bouts include Joe Louis vs. Max
Schmeling, Evander Holyfield vs. Riddick Bowe, Jack Dempsey vs. Gene Tunney and more. Revealing
interviews provide fascinating insight into these legendary competitors. Warner
P.S. I Love You Hillary Swank tries her hand at romantic comedy in this touching film based on the bestselling Irish novel. Holly Kennedy (Swank) and her charming Irish husband Gerry (Gerard Butler) are a
young couple struggling to get by in New York City. Their marriage is 10 years strong, and they are
madly in love, but the fates soon step in, when Gerry develops cancer and dies. Holly is completely devastated, and her friends Denise (Lisa Kudrow) and Sharon (Gina Gershon) do their best to console her.
Her mother (Kathy Bates) and sister, Rose (Nellie Mckay), also offer their support, but it seems nothing
can pull Holly out of her grief. Then one day, she begins to receive love letters Gerry penned before his
death. The letters are filled with various stories and instructions, and one of them even contains a plan that
sends her and her friends on a trip to Ireland. As Gerry's posthumous letters buoy her up, Holly slowly
begins to piece her life back together. His letters help her to celebrate their special love story, and remind
her that she must continue to live her life, and seek out happiness. The film's stellar cast delivers many
tearjerker moments, and P.S. I Love You does a fine job of yanking on the heartstrings. Warner
One Missed Call Originally made by cult director Takashi Miike in 2003 from Yasushi Akimoto's novel
Chakushin Ari, this American version retains the elements that are sure to please J-Horror fans--jerky
apparitions, ghostly children, desperate messages from beyond the grave, possessed electronic devices,
and strong female characters. While this remake, which is the debut English-language film from French
director Eric Valette, dispenses with some of the freakiness of Miike's version, the creepiness remains.
Shannon Sossamon is Beth, a developmental psychology student who has plenty of cause for concern
after her friend Leann (Azura Skye) receives a panicked cell phone message from herself days in the
future. After Leann falls in front of a train at the same date and time on the message, Beth suspects that
she may be next. Beth's fear seems even more justified after her friend Taylor (Ana Claudia Talancon)
befalls a similar fate as her phone message is being investigated by a reality TV host (Ray Wise) who specializes in unexplained phenomena. With the help of police chief Jack Andrews (Ed Byrnes), Beth discovers a link between the calls and a deceased mother and daughter. A slow burning ghost tale, One Missed
Call establishes a mood of creepiness before the opening credits and sustains it right through to the conclusion. Instead of major shocks or gore, we're given subtle glimpses of ghostly figures or slightly distorted faces that are effective in creating unease. Sossamon makes a pleasing heroine, and the always excellent Wise makes the most of his small role. Almost old-fashioned in its restraint, the film is a good candidate for family viewing--and spooky enough to give all but the most jaded horror fan goose bumps.
Warner
Serial Mom Happy homemaker Beverly Sutphin (Kathleen Turner) has a charmed life--a beautiful suburban home, a successful dentist husband (Sam Waterston), and two normal teenagers, Misty (Ricki Lake)
and Chip (Matthew Lillard). But she also has a good deal of underlying rage waiting to escape....Just be
sure to follow her rules: Be polite to your neighbor, always recycle, rewind your videotapes, and never,
ever wear white shoes after Labor Day. When one of her son's teachers speaks disparagingly of the boy at
a parent-teacher conference, Bev runs the instructor over in the school parking lot. Suddenly she has an
insatiable taste for murder. Six homicides later, the cops get wise to her crimes, which are committed with
weapons ranging from a leg of lamb to a fireplace poker. A media frenzy ensues, turning an unrepentant
Beverly into a media celebrity. A serial-killer comedy mixed with courtroom-drama social satire.
Universal

New On Video & DVD
The Fugitive Season Two - Volume One This classic 1960s television series features David Janssen as
Dr. Richard Kimble, a man falsely convicted of murdering his wife. While he's being transported to
death row, his train derails, setting him loose and granting him the opportunity to clear his name. As
Kimble scours the country for his wife's murderer--the famed "one-armed man"--he must also keep one
step ahead of the law--i.e., Lt. Gerard (Barry Morse), who is pursuing him. A groundbreaking series
with an engaging storyline and excellent direction, The Fugitive's finale was the highest-rated television
episode of its time. The hunt is on in this first batch of episodes from the series' second season. includes
the following episodes: "Man In A Chariot," "World's End," "Man On A String" and "When The Bough
Breaks." Additional Actors: Kathleen Maguire, Robert Drivas, Ed Begley, Gene Lyons, Paul Birch, Jess
Kirkpatrick, Lois Nettleton, John Larch, Jud Taylor, Diana Hyland. Disc 2 includes the following
episodes: "Nemesis," "Tiger Left, Tiger Right," "Tug of War" and "Dark Corner." Additional Actors:
Kurt Russell, Leslie Nielsen, Bing Russell, Paul Birch, Carol Rossen, Crahan Denton, John McLiam,
James Seay. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Escape Into Black," "The Cage," "Cry Uncle" and
"Detour On A Road Going Nowhere." Additional Actors: Bill Raisch, Paul Birch, Betty Garrett, Ivan
Dixon, Rodolfo Hoyos Jr., Edward Binns, Brett Somers, Steve Ihnat. Disc 4 includes the following
episodes: "The Iron Maiden," "Devil's Carnival" and "Ballad For a Ghost." Additional Actors: Richard
Anderson, Jason Wingreen, Nan Martin, Stephen McNally, Warren Oates, Janis Paige, Paul Fix, Noam
Pitlik, Hugh Sanders. Paramount/CBS
Hawaii Five-O - Fourth Season One of TV's longest-running crime dramas (only Law & Order would
surpass its record-setting 12-year run), the 1970s television series Hawaii Five-O captivated audiences
with its smart and stylish take on the standard policier formula. Filmed entirely on the Hawaiian Islands,
the action-packed series followed the crime-fighting adventures of an elite state-police squad anchored
by quintessential tough guy Steve McGarrett (Jack Lord) and his detective team of Danny "Danno"
Williams (James MacArthur), Chin Ho Kelly (Kam Fong), and Kono Kalakaua (Zulu). Almost singlehandedly rewriting the book on police dramas, the series distinguished itself with intricate plotting,
inventive cinematography, exotic locations, and, of course, an indelible theme song and timeless catchphrase ("Book 'em, Danno!"). In the fourth season McGarrett and his team search for a serial killer who
puts makeup on his victims; track a well-organized gang cashing fraudulent traveler's checks; and hunt
down a disgruntled ex-cop plotting to assassinate the governor. Disc 1 includes the following episodes:
"Highest Castle, Deepest Grave," "No Bottles, No Cans, No People," "Wednesday, Ladies Free" and
"3,000 Crooked Miles to Honolulu." Additional Actors: Harry Endo, Kwan Hi Lim, Peggy Ryan,
Yankee Chang, Glenn Cannon. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Two Doves And Mr. Heron,"
"And I Want Some Candy, And A Gun That Shoots," "Air Cargo: Dial for Murder" and "For A Million,
Why Not?" Additional Actors: John Ritter, Peggy Ryan, Brooks Almy, Herman Wedemeyer, Harry
Endo, Al Harrington. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "The Burning Ice," "Rest in Peace,
Somebody," "A Matter of Mutual Concern" and "Nine, Ten, You're Dead." Additional Actors: Peggy
Ryan, Richard Denning, Yankee Chang, David Opatoshu, Seth Sakai. Disc 4 includes the following
episodes: "Is This Any Way To Run A Paradise," "Odd Man In," "Bait Once, Bait Twice" and "The 90Second War: Part 1." Additional Actors: Peggy Ryan, Harry Endo, Mitch Mitchell, Moe Keale, Jiro
Tamiya. Disc 5 includes the following episodes: "The 90-Second War: Part 2," "Skinhead," "While
You're At It" and "Cloth of Gold." Additional Actors: Richard Denning, Khigh Dhiegh, Peggy Ryan,
Harry Endo, Milton Selzer. Disc 6 includes the following episodes: "Good Night Baby, Time To Die,"
"Didn't We Meet At A Murder?," "Follow The White Brick Road" and "R&R&R." Additional Actors:
Beth Brickell, William Watson, Peggy Ryan, Harry Endo, Bill Edwards, Alan Vint, James Davidson.
Paramount/CBS
The Invaders Season One An alien invasion is one thing, but in this 1960s series the extraterrestrials
are already among us! When architect David Vincent (Roy Thinnes) returns home from a business trip
in the predawn hours, he spots the landing of a spacecraft containing visitors from another planet.
Vincent learns that these beings are able to disguise themselves as humans. Now he must bring this
unpleasant knowledge to the rest of humankind. And it will not be easy... This collection presents the
first season of the sci-fi series. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Beachhead," "The Experiment,"
"The Mutation" and "The Leeches." Additional Actors: Diane Baker, J.D. Cannon, James Daly, Roddy
McDowall, Laurence Naismith, Harold Gould, Lawrence Montaigne, Suzanne Pleshette, Edward
Andrews, Arthur Hill. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Genesis," "Vikor," "Nightmare" and
"Doomsday Minus One." Additional Actors: Carol Rossen, John Larch, Frank Overton, Phillip Pine,
William Sargent, Jack Lord, Diana Hyland, Alfred Ryder, Kathleen Widdoes, James Callahan, William
Windom, Andrew Duggan. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Quantity: Unknown," "The
Innocent" and "The Ivy Curtain." Additional Actors: James Whitmore, Susan Strasberg, Milton Selzer,
Michael Rennie, William Smithers, Katherine Justice, John Napier, Jack Warden, Susan Oliver. Disc 4
includes the following episodes: "The Betrayed," "Storm," "Panic" and "Moonshot." Additional Actors:
Ed Begley, Laura Devon, Norman Fell, Joseph Campanella, Barbara Luna, Simon Scott, Robert Walker,
Lynn Loring, Lee Millar, Peter Graves. Disc 5 includes the following episodes: "Wall of Crystal" and
"The Condemned." Additional Actors: Peggy Lipton, Burgess Meredith, Linden Chiles, Ralph Bellamy,
Murray Hamilton, Larry Ward. CBS/Paramount
SNL 1977 – 1978 Hilarious characters, sharp political satire, and edgy humor are part of the Saturday
Night Live tradition. The legacy continues with this third season of the landmark sketch comedy show,
whose stellar cast includes Dan Aykroyd, John Belushi, Jane Curtin, Bill Murray, and Gilda Radner.
From guest host Charles Grodin's disastrous, unprepared appearance to classic bits featuring The
Coneheads, Samurai Warrior, and of course Father Guido Sarducci, this 1977 season boasts plenty of
unforgettable moments. While musical performances by Elvis Costello, Billy Joel, and Meat Loaf give a
flavor of the era, a revolving door of guest hosts--Steve Martin, Chevy Chase, and O.J. Simpson among
them--keep each show fresh. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Steve Martin," "Madeline Kahn"
and "Hugh Hefner." Additional Actors: Steve Martin, Madeline Kahn, Hugh Hefner. Disc 2 includes the
following episodes: "Charles Grodin," "Ray Charles" and "Buck Henry." Additional Actors: Charles
Grodin, Ray Charles, Buck Henry. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Mary Kay Place," "Miskel
Spillman" and "Steve Martin." Additional Actors: Mary Kay Place, Miskel Spillman, Steve Martin. Disc
4 includes the following episodes: "Robert Klein," "Chevy Chase" and "O.J. Simpson." Additional
Actors: Robert Klein, Chevy Chase, O.J. Simpson. Disc 5 includes the following episodes: "Art
Garfunkel," "Jill Clayburgh" and "Christopher Lee." Additional Actors: Art Garfunkel, Jill Clayburgh,
Christopher Lee. Disc 6 includes the following episodes: "Michael Palin," "Micahel Sarrazin" and
"Steve Martin." Additional Actors: Michael Palin, Michael Sarrazin, Steve Martin. Disc 7 includes the
following episodes: "Richard Dreyfuss," "Buck Henry" and "Things We Did Last Summer." Additional
Actors: Richard Dreyfuss, Buck Henry. Universal
Fantastic Four World's Greatest Heroes First Season When an experimental space voyage goes awry,
four people are charged by cosmic rays. Together they become the Fantastic Four and use their unique
powers o help the world battle multiple thetas, and to foil the evil plans of their equally powerful
enemy, Doctor Doom. All 26 episodes from the first season--including "Trial by Fire," "My Neighbor
Was a Skrull," "Impossible," "Atlantis Attacks," and "Scavenger Hunt"--are featured in a four-disc set.
Disc 1: "Doomsday," "Molehattan," "Trial by Fire," "Doomed," "Puppet Master," "Zoned Out," "Hard
Knocks," "My Neighbor was a Skrull" Additional Release Material: Audio Commentaries - Chris Yost Head Screenwriter; Craig Kyle - Executive Producer Disc 2: "World's Tiniest Heroes," "De-Mole-Ition,"
"Impossible," "Bait and Switch," "Annihilation," "Revenge of the Skrulls," "Strings," "Imperius Rex"
Disc 3: "Doomsday Plus One," "The Cure," "Frightful," "Out of Time," "Atlantis Attacks," "Shell
Games," "Johnny Storm and the Potion of Fire," "Contest of Champions" Additional Release Material:
Audio Commentaries - Chris Yost - Head Screenwriter; Craig Kyle - Executive Producer Disc 4:
"Doom's Word is Law," "Scavenger Hunt" Additional Release Material: Audio Commentaries - Chris
Yost - Head Screenwriter; Craig Kyle - Executive Producer Behind the Scenes - "From Origin to
Animation" Featurettes - "Rise of the Rogues" "Traveling to New Dimensions" Text/Photo Galleries:
Galleries Comic Book Cover Art Cell Animation Art Production Design Character Development. Fox

